
KARTS DESIGN - Virtual Photography

With KARTS DESIGN’s Virtual Photography
you can save up to 90% of money and time

on photo shoots.
Let your imagination run wild - we can create for you 

any photo shoot you can imagine. And what is more important - 
its costs will be up to 90% lower than in case 
of such photo shoot in the real world.

Projects

Info

You will learn:

- What is Virtual Photography?
- How you can save up to 90% of your money and time with this solution?

- How simple it is to start your project!

And you will see some of our Virtual Photography projects.

https://www.kartsdesign.com/projects/?page=photography
https://www.kartsdesign.com/info/


KARTS DESIGN 
Virtual Photography What is Virtual Photography?

Virtual Photography is a solution that allows 
to virtually create photos - adding elements, 
environments, objects, lights, models, 
special effects and much more.

ProjectsHow does it actually work?
Virtual Photography is a mix of multiple images, 

effects, lights, balances etc. 

1. We add a photo or render of a real model, 
building or in this case a product.

2. We start building surroundings, background 
layers, first plan objects, etc.

3. When everything is adjusted and in place - we can 
start working on balances, colours and lights.

4. The end result is not only completely realistic 
but also stunning and beautiful. 

This is perfect for your website, social media, blog, printed materials.
Virtual Photography is a fantastic solution that allows you to have amazing visuals, at a very low price. It's perfect 

for all kinds of advertising, both online and printed. Great for any kind of static image.

Virtual Photography is a mix of flat images, multiple effects, lights, etc. 
This way we don’t create a 3D model of a product, or a complex animation, or a 360 rotation. 

If you need any of these, then Virtual Photography is not the solution 
- Karts Design also does 3D modeling, but it is something different from Virtual Photography.  

Start your project

https://www.kartsdesign.com/projects/?page=photography
https://www.kartsdesign.com/start/


KARTS DESIGN 
Virtual Photography The 3 most important things for you 

about Virtual Photography:
1. Let your imagination run wild - we can create for you any photo shoot you can imagine.

2. Save up to 90% on the cost of a photo session.
3. Save up to 90% of the time spent on a photo shoot, by the whole team.

Below - a comparison of 4 different photo shoots and their costs in the real world and Virtual Photography costs. 
Prices and costs are approximate for market averages in the UK.

Real world 
photo shoot costs

Virtual Photography 
costs

Photography studio 50 GBP / h -

Photo props - flowers + 700 GBP -

Model's hourly rate 80 GBP / h -

Model’s work time + 2 h -

Team (assistant, makeup artist, stylist etc.) + 200 GBP -

(Virtual) Photographer's hourly rate 100 GBP / h 75 GBP / h

(Virtual) Photographer's work time + 4 h 3 h

Total costs + 1560 GBP 225 GBP

Real world 
photo shoot costs

Virtual Photography 
costs

Travel costs  + 1000 GBP -

Accommodation costs + 500 GBP -

Model's hourly rate 80 GBP / h -

Model’s work time + 10 h -

Team (assistant, makeup artist, stylist etc.) + 500 GBP -

(Virtual) Photographer's hourly rate 100 GBP / h 75 GBP / h

(Virtual) Photographer's work time + 10 h 4 h

Total costs + 3800 GBP 300 GBP

Real world 
photo shoot costs

Virtual Photography 
costs

Photography studio 50 GBP / h -

Photo props - flowers & background + 1000 GBP -

Model's hourly rate - -

Model’s work time - -

Team (assistant, makeup artist, stylist etc.) - -

(Virtual) Photographer's hourly rate 100 GBP / h 75 GBP / h

(Virtual) Photographer's work time 4 h 3 h

Total costs + 1600 GBP 225 GBP

Real world 
photo shoot costs

Virtual Photography 
costs

Travel costs + 1000 GBP -

Accommodation costs + 500 GBP -

Model's hourly rate 80 GBP / h -

Models’ work time + 10 h -

Photo props - flowers & door + 500 GBP -

(Virtual) Photographer's hourly rate 100 GBP / h 75 GBP / h

(Virtual) Photographer's work time + 10 h 5 h

Total costs + 3800 GBP 375 GBP

Start your project now, it’s so simple
It is very simple to START YOUR PROJECT – you just need 
a device with an internet connection (computer, tablet, smartphone). 
No commitments at this stage - see how it works and decide.

Start your project

Info

https://www.kartsdesign.com/info/
https://www.kartsdesign.com/start/



